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	This book has been developed to help nurses who are in nurse practitioner roles by supporting them to develop their 'advanced practice skills'. This book is intended to build on skills and knowledge that nurses will have acquired at staff nurse level. It is intended that this book will develop skills and knowledge which until recently have been more in the medical domain, such sexual history taking and physical assessment.
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Writing GNU Emacs ExtensionsO'Reilly, 1997

	Yes, it is possible to be all things to all people, if you're talking about the Emacs editor. As a user, you can make any kind of customization you want, from choosing the keystrokes that invoke your favorite commands to creating a whole new work environment that looks like nothing ever developed before. It's all in Emacs Lisp -- and...
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Energy Harvesting with Functional Materials and Microsystems (Devices, Circuits, and Systems)CRC Press, 2013

	For decades, people have searched for ways to harvest energy from natural sources. Lately, a desire to address the issue of global warming and climate change has popularized solar or photovoltaic technology, while piezoelectric technology is being developed to power handheld devices without batteries, and thermoelectric technology is being...
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Lift: The Fundamental State of LeadershipBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	NEW EDITION, REVISED AND UPDATED

	

	Harness the Science of Positive Influence

	

	Just as the Wright Brothers combined science and practice to finally realize the dream of flight, Ryan and Robert Quinn combine research and personal experience to demonstrate how...
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The Business Case For E-LearningCisco Press, 2004
Realize productivity gains from network-driven communication,  training, and assessment

The Business Case for E-Learning  is the first book that demonstrates the productivity gains provided by Internet  learning through a unique approach combining e-communication,...
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Fodor's Inside Lisbon (Full-color Travel Guide)Fodor's, 2019

	
		For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details.

	
		Hip, innovative, and affordable, Lisbon is a hub for cosmopolitan, design-minded makers and shakers, who are breathing new life into the...
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InDesign CS5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Optimize the latest version of InDesign for your most efficient project workflow yet


	InDesign is a powerful publishing tool that serves as the standard program for professional layout and design. The latest version boasts a variety of updates and enhancements. Packed with real-world examples and written by industry expert...
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